Scenarios for light and heavy oil III
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With further burial, temperatures may be
sufficiently great to lessen the viscosity
of the oil, but it remains as dense as it
was before (more dense than water). If
the water-bearing part of the reservoir is
is still porous and permeable, the heavy
oil can sink to the lowest
part of the reservoir.

Water-filled
reservoir
The five scenarios
on this page begin with
a water-filled reservoir stratum
that will move downward with further
deposition or move upward with erosion
of overlying strata. The strata around the
reservoir are assumed to be sufficiently
rich in organic matter to be petroleum
source rocks.
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Migration

Migration of oil
upward through the
reservoir stratum from the
oil-generating window puts that
oil in reservoir rock that has never
been heated to 80°C, and thus never
“pasteurized”, so that the oil is degraded
by microbes and converted to dense
viscous hydrocarbons.

Heavy Oil / Tar

Later burial of the
reservoir moves it to a
zone of greater temperature,
but its previous conversion to dense
hydrocarbons is not reversed.
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Further deposition

With further burial, temperatures may be
sufficiently great to lessen the viscosity
of the oil, but it remains as dense as it
was before (more dense than water).
Thus the heavy oil could sink to the lowest part of the reservoir – but it will held
in a diagenetic trap if the lower part of
the reservoir has been
sufficiently com- Heavy Oil / Tar
pacted or
cemented to
preclude movement of
the oil.
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